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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Although different aspects of socioeconomic status (SES) may represent distinct risk factors for poor mental health in children, knowledge of their differential and synergistic associations with the brain is limited.

OBJECTIVE To examine the independent associations between distinct SES factors and child brain structure.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS We used baseline data from participants aged 9 to 10 years in the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study. These data were collected from 21 US sites between September 2017 and August 2018. Study participants were recruited from schools to create a participant sample that closely reflects the US population.

EXPOSURES Neighborhood disadvantage was measured using the area deprivation index. We also used data on total parent or caregiver educational attainment (in years) and household income-to-needs ratio.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging was used to assess measures of cortical thickness, surface area, and subcortical volume.

RESULTS Data from 8862 ABCD participants aged 9 to 10 years were analyzed. The mean (SD) age was 119.1 (7.5) months; there were 4243 girls (47.9%) and 4619 boys (52.1%). Data on race or ethnicity were available for 8857 of 8862 participants: 173 (2.0%) were Asian, 1099 (12.4%) were Black or African American, 1688 (19.1%) were Hispanic, 4967 (56.1%) were White, and 930 (10.5%) reported multiple races or ethnicities. Using 10-fold, within-sample split-half replication, we found that neighborhood disadvantage was associated with lower cortical thickness in the following brain regions ($\eta^2 = 0.004-0.009$): cuneus ($B \ [SE] = -0.099 [0.013]; P < .001$), lateral occipital ($B \ [SE] = -0.088 [0.011]; P < .001$), lateral orbitofrontal ($B \ [SE] = -0.072 [0.012]; P < .001$), lingual ($B \ [SE] = -0.104 [0.012]; P < .001$), paracentral ($B \ [SE] = -0.086 [0.012]; P < .001$), pericalcarine ($B \ [SE] = -0.077 [0.012]; P < .001$), postcentral ($B \ [SE] = -0.069 [0.012]; P < .001$), precentral ($B \ [SE] = -0.059 [0.011]; P < .001$), rostral middle frontal ($B \ [SE] = -0.076 [0.011]; P < .001$), and superior parietal ($B \ [SE] = -0.060 [0.011]; P < .001$). Exploratory analyses showed that the associations of low educational attainment or neighborhood disadvantage and low cortical thickness were attenuated in the presence of a high income-to-needs ratio ($\eta^2 = 0.003-0.007$).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE The findings of this cross-sectional study suggest that different SES indicators have distinct associations with children's brain structure. A high income-to-needs ratio may play a protective role in the context of neighborhood disadvantage and low parent or caregiver 
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educational attainment. This study highlights the importance of considering the joint associations of different SES indicators in future work.


Introduction

Socioeconomic status (SES) encompasses different facets of a child's social environment and represents access to both material and nonmaterial resources. Low SES is associated with cognitive deficits and poor mental and physical health across the lifespan. It has been posited that neurodevelopmental alterations early in life may mediate the association between low SES and mental health and cognitive outcomes. As such, understanding the associations between SES and neurobiological development can enhance investigations into the causes of poor health and functioning.

Socioeconomic status has consistently been shown to be associated with brain structure during childhood and adolescence. However, findings have been mixed in terms of brain regions and direction of association. These differences may be a result of SES being operationalized in various ways, including as parental income, parental educational attainment, parental occupational prestige, or neighborhood quality. These indices of SES are only moderately correlated and likely represent different aspects of the environment and distinct risk and protective factors. There is also evidence to support independent associations between different SES indicators and children's mental health and cognitive performance (eg, reading and mathematics scores). These effects may occur as a result of distinct underlying mechanisms. For instance, neighborhood disadvantage may affect brain development because of its association with stress (eg, via exposure to noise and crime) as well as exposure to pollutants and toxins in the environment. These mechanisms may be distinct for low household SES, which may affect brain development through lower cognitive stimulation (eg, less access to material resources in the home, lower semantic input and complexity, and lower quality of parent-child interactions).

Despite this knowledge, few studies have examined independent associations between different SES indicators and the brain by including them in the same model (particularly neighborhood SES, which is rarely included in models with family SES indicators). Previous studies provide some evidence for differential associations between different SES indicators and brain structure. However, the available studies have only investigated a limited number of brain regions, and our review indicated that structural associations are likely to be widespread. Thus, limitations of existing work prompt the need for further investigation. Furthermore, theories suggest that family and neighborhood SES may jointly affect child development (eg, via additive or protective effects). Recent work from our group has shown that such joint associations are reflected in brain functional connectivity. Investigating the independent and joint associations between different SES indicators and brain structure may help advance our understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms through which different aspects of SES together influence child development—a question yet to be explored in neuroscience. Knowledge gained from this study will provide insight into the relative importance of different facets of the socioeconomic context (and their joint associations) in influencing child brain development.

Given the gaps in the literature outlined earlier, the goal of this study was to test whether parent or caregiver educational attainment, parent or caregiver income, and neighborhood SES have independent and joint associations with child brain structure. We made some general hypotheses based on our recent systematic review of the literature. Namely, based on consistent findings from previous literature (for a review, see Rakesh and Whittle), we expected all 3 SES indicators to be associated with larger hippocampal, amygdala, and striatal volume as well as the structure of brain regions involved in cognitive function (eg, frontal and parietal cortices). Furthermore, we expected...
generally more robust associations with cortical surface area than thickness. Moreover, we made some specific hypotheses based on theorized proximal mechanisms linking SES with brain structure. Namely, we hypothesized that because parent educational attainment is posited to play a role in shaping sources of cognitive stimulation and language input and complexity, it would be independently associated with the structure of temporal regions. In addition, because neighborhood disadvantage can be associated with increased stress in children (eg, due to exposure to violent crime), it may be independently associated with the morphology of brain regions involved in the body's stress response (eg, medial prefrontal cortex). Finally, although we expected interactions between the SES indicators (eg, that high parent or caregiver income and educational attainment would mitigate the effects of living in a poor neighborhood), we did not make specific hypotheses about which brain regions would be implicated.

**Methods**

This cross-sectional study was preregistered on the Open Science Framework (osf.io/5hqkJ). The study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline.

**Participants**

Participants were from the ongoing Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study. Baseline assessment data (release 3) were collected between September 2017 and August 2018. This large multisite longitudinal study has recruited more than 11,500 children (aged 9-10 years) to comprehensively characterize psychological and neurobiological development from late childhood to early adulthood. The 21 ABCD study sites are universities and research institutes that were chosen through a competitive grant application procedure, and the metropolitan areas within their catchment areas were chosen based on their demographics (ie, similar to those of the US as a whole). These sites include approximately 20% of 9- to 10-year-olds in the US. Within these sites, public, public charter, and private schools within a 50-mile radius of the data collecting site were identified, and schools from which to recruit participants were randomly selected. Participants were contacted directly through birth registries for twin recruitment. Participants completed clinical interviews, neuroimaging, neurocognitive tests, and surveys.

Race and ethnicity data were included owing to the confounding nature of these demographics and socioeconomic disadvantage among the study cohort. This data was used in sensitivity analyses (described hereinafter). Parents or caregivers were asked 2 questions: (1) “What race do you consider the child to be?” (Asian, Black or African American, White) and (2) “Do you consider the child Hispanic/Latino/Latina?” (yes or no). Based on the responses, a 5-level variable classified as Asian, Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black, non-Hispanic White, or multiracial/multiethnic is included in the ABCD Study Data Releases.

Written informed consent was obtained from all parents or caregivers, and all children provided assent. The rights of participants were protected under the local institutional review boards. After exclusion based on imaging quality control criteria and missing SES data, a total of 8862 children were included in the final sample in the main analysis (ie, 3 SES variables in the same model, as described hereinafter; an inclusion and exclusion flow chart is provided in eMethods 4 in the Supplement). Excluded participants were slightly younger and generally had lower SES.

**SES Measures**

**Neighborhood SES**

We used a composite measure of neighborhood disadvantage at the census tract level, the area deprivation index (ADI), based on the participant's primary residential address. The ADI is based on census data on 17 different factors including income, education, employment, and housing quality...
and provides rankings of neighborhoods as a national percentile.\textsuperscript{39,40} Higher ADI reflects greater disadvantage.

**Household SES**

Mean parent or caregiver educational attainment (in years) was calculated based on the education level of both parents or caregivers. We used the data for 1 parent or caregiver when data for both were unavailable. The income-to-needs ratio was calculated as the median value of the income band (the bands used by ABCD are provided in eMethods 3 in the \textit{Supplement}) divided by the federal poverty line for the respective household size. Accordingly, a value of 1 would signify being at the poverty threshold, and values greater than or less than 1 would signify being above and below the threshold, respectively. Distributions and correlations are provided in eMethods 1 and 2 in the \textit{Supplement}.

**Imaging Acquisition, Preprocessing, and Quality Control**

Neuroimaging was conducted with harmonized protocols across sites, using either a 3T Siemens, Phillips, or General Electric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner with a 32-channel head coil. A 3-dimensional T1-weighted image with 1-mm voxel resolution was acquired for all participants. Preprocessing was performed by the ABCD Data Analysis and Informatics Core using a standardized pipeline (for details and quality control procedures, see Hagler et al).\textsuperscript{41} Motion detection and correction software programs were used in real time at the Siemens and GE sites.\textsuperscript{42,43} Both manual and automatic techniques were used to check the data for quality. All images were examined by trained professionals for artifacts and abnormalities. The degree of artifact in the cortical reconstruction of postprocessed pictures was double-rated on a scale from 0 to 3, with 3 signifying the most. Based on the ratings, the technicians made usability recommendations (only images with a rating of 0 were included in this study). The signal-to-noise-ratio and head motion measurements were calculated using automated processes. Based on recommendations by Hagler et al,\textsuperscript{41} we also excluded participants who (1) did not meet the FreeSurfer quality control requirements, (2) had missing quality control data, and (3) were suggested for clinical referrals based on incidental MRI findings from structural MRI analyses. These exclusions resulted in a final sample of 10,454 participants with usable imaging data. For further details on MRI procedures, preprocessing, and specific quality control processes, see Casey et al\textsuperscript{37} and Hagler et al.\textsuperscript{41}

FreeSurfer (version 5.3.0) was used for cortical surface reconstruction and parcellation (using the Desikan-Killiany atlas) and subcortical brain segmentation (using the aseg atlas). In our study, we examined cortical thickness and surface area (34 variables each) and subcortical volume (7 variables), resulting in a total of 75 variables. Because there were no predictions of lateralized effects, values for the right and left hemispheres were averaged for analyses.

**Statistical Analysis**

To examine the independent effects of the 3 SES indicators on brain structure in our main analysis, we conducted linear mixed-effects models (using the \textit{lme4} package in R version 4.1.3 \textcopyright{} R Project for Statistical Computing)) with ADI, parent or caregiver educational attainment, and income-to-needs ratio as predictors (in the same model) and brain structure as the dependent variable (75 variables; in separate models). In our exploratory analyses, we examined 3 subsequent sets of 2-way interactions: ADI × education, ADI × income-to-needs ratio, and education × income-to-needs ratio (lower-order main effects were automatically included). After exclusions based on quality control criteria and missing SES data were complete, the sample sizes were 8862 for the main analysis (3 SES variables in the same model) and 9813, 8866, and 9403 for the exploratory analyses (3 interaction models described earlier), respectively.

Given inconsistencies in the past literature and to ensure replicability, we conducted within-sample replication.\textsuperscript{44} To this end, data were split randomly into discovery (50%) and replication (50%) sets using the \textit{caret} package in R. Linear mixed-effects models were then run within the
discovery and replication sets. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed within each of the 4 models (1 main effect model plus 3 interaction models) using a false discovery rate (FDR; 75 comparisons in each model). We further Bonferroni corrected the FDR P value to account for the 4 models (ie, FDR-corrected P < .0125). A finding was considered significant if it was significant at FDR-corrected P < .0125 in both the discovery and replication sets. We conducted 10-fold, within-sample split-half replication to ensure that results were not dependent on the specific way the data was split, and we only interpreted replicable findings (ie, those that were significant in at least ≥5 folds). We report the number of significant folds for all brain regions in eTables 2 and 3 in the Supplement. We covaried for age, sex, scanner type (but not acquisition site; details are provided in eMethods 5 in the Supplement), and total brain volume (for subcortical volume and surface area variables45) in analyses, given their potential role as confounders (45-48; a directed acyclic graph is provided in eMethods 6 in the Supplement). Individuals missing data for the dependent variables, independent variables, and/or covariates were automatically excluded from analyses. Analyses were performed using standardized values. In addition, family was modeled as a random effect. For future meta-analytic purposes, we also report the following: (1) results of associations of income-to-needs ratio, education, and neighborhood SES (in separate models) and brain structure (as preregistered) and (2) results for surface area without total brain volume as a covariate (eTables 5 and 6 in the Supplement, respectively). In sensitivity analyses, we report the following: (1) results covarying for race or ethnicity, (2) results covarying for mean cortical thickness, (3) results including site as a random effect, and (4) results including rescaled propensity scores in the model (eTables 4, 8, 9, and 10 in the Supplement, respectively). In addition to preregistered analyses, given the suggestion that interpretations of uncorrected regional differences are incomplete without examining global patterns across the brain,49 we conducted 3 additional tests to examine the association between the 3 SES indicators (in the same model) and total volume and surface area as well as mean thickness (eTable 7 in the Supplement).

Results

Demographic Information

The sample used in the main analysis comprised 8862 children aged 9 to 10 years, with a mean (SD) age of 119.1 (7.5) months. There were 4243 girls (47.9%) and 4619 boys (52.1%). Data on race or ethnicity were available for 8857 of 8862 participants: 173 (2.0%) were Asian, 1099 (12.4%) were Black or African American, 1688 (19.1%) were Hispanic, 4967 (56.1%) were White, and 930 (10.5%) reported multiple races or ethnicities. Descriptive statistics for SES variables are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Participant Demographic Information*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total No. of participants</td>
<td>8862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, No. (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>4619 (52.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>4243 (47.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD) [range], mo</td>
<td>119.1 (7.5) [107-133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI, mean (SD) [range]</td>
<td>38.0 (26.5) [0-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental education, mean (SD) [range]</td>
<td>15.3 (2.5) [3-22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-to-needs ratio, mean (SD) [range]</td>
<td>3.7 (2.4) [0.07-12.36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race or ethnicity, No. (%)h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>173 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>1099 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1688 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4967 (56.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial/multiethnic</td>
<td>930 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ADI, area deprivation index.

* For information on scanner manufacturer by site, see eTable 1 in the Supplement.

h Data were available for 8857 participants.
Neighborhood Disadvantage and Brain Structure

Higher ADI was associated with lower thickness in a number of brain regions across the frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes ($\eta^2 = 0.004-0.009$; Figure 1 and Table 2). Specifically, higher ADI was associated with reduced thickness in the cuneus ($B \pm SE = -0.099 \pm 0.013$; $t = -7.807; P < .001$), lateral occipital ($B \pm SE = -0.088 \pm 0.011$; $t = -8.381; P < .001$), lateral orbitofrontal ($B \pm SE = -0.072 \pm 0.012$; $t = -5.810; P < .001$), lingual ($B \pm SE = -0.104 \pm 0.012$; $t = -8.495; P < .001$), paracentral ($B \pm SE = -0.086 \pm 0.012$; $t = -7.068; P < .001$), pericalcarine ($B \pm SE = -0.077 \pm 0.012$; $t = -6.199; P < .001$), postcentral ($B \pm SE = -0.069 \pm 0.012$; $t = -5.961; P < .001$), precentral ($B \pm SE = -0.059 \pm 0.011$; $t = -5.441; P < .001$), rostral middle frontal ($B \pm SE = -0.076 \pm 0.011$; $t = -6.944; P < .001$), superior parietal ($B \pm SE = -0.060 \pm 0.011$; $t = -5.286; P < .001$).

A higher income-to-needs ratio was associated with higher cortical thickness in the parahippocampal gyrus ($B \pm SE = 0.079 \pm 0.014$; $t = 5.638; P < .001$; Figure 1 and Table 2). See Figure 1A and 1B and eTable 2 in the Supplement for the number of significant folds for each brain region (and for model output for all variables). There were no significant findings for cortical surface thickness variables and ADI (C) and income-to-needs ratio (D). In addition to the thickness variables depicted, ADI was also associated with the superior temporal area in 1 fold.

Figure 1. Independent Associations Between Socioeconomic Status Indicators and Brain Structure

A and B, Number of significant folds for associations between cortical thickness and area deprivation index (ADI) (A) and income-to-needs ratio (B). C and D, t-Statistic values from linear mixed-effects models for associations between significant cortical thickness variables and ADI (C) and income-to-needs ratio (D). In addition to the thickness variables depicted, ADI was also associated with the superior temporal area in 1 fold.
area or subcortical volume, and educational attainment was not robustly associated with the structure of any brain regions.

**Joint Associations Between SES Indicators and Brain Structure**

We found a significant interaction between ADI and income-to-needs ratio for thickness in the cuneus (\(B\ [SE] = 0.068 [0.012]; \ t = 5.715; \ P < .001\)), lateral occipital (\(B\ [SE] = 0.074 [0.010]; \ t = 7.523, \ P < .001\)), lateral orbitofrontal (\(B\ [SE] = 0.066 [0.012]; \ t = 5.658, \ P < .001\)), lingual (\(B\ [SE] = 0.069 [0.012]; \ t = 5.925, \ P < .001\)), pericalcarine (\(B\ [SE] = 0.071 [0.012]; \ t = 6.070, \ P < .001\)), and insula (\(B\ [SE] = 0.057 [0.012]; \ t = 4.876, \ P < .001\)) (Figure 2). We also found a significant interaction between educational attainment and income-to-needs ratio for thickness in a number of the same regions, including the cuneus (\(B\ [SE] = −0.067 [0.011]; \ t = −6.087, \ P < .001\)), lateral occipital (\(B\ [SE] = −0.057 [0.009]; \ t = −6.232, \ P < .001\)), lateral orbitofrontal (\(B\ [SE] = −0.050 [0.011]; \ t = −6.135, \ P < .001\)), parahippocampal (\(B\ [SE] = −0.052 [0.011]; \ t = −4.734, \ P < .001\)), and pericalcarine (\(B\ [SE] = −0.083 [0.011]; \ t = −7.696, \ P < .001\)) (Figure 2). Specifically, the negative association between ADI or low educational attainment and reduced cortical thickness was less pronounced in the presence of a high income-to-needs ratio for all variables (Figure 3). Model output is provided in Table 2; an illustration of the associations and the number of significant folds for each region are provided in Figure 3. There were no significant findings for cortical surface area or subcortical volume. The number of significant folds and model output for all variables are provided in eTable 3 in the Supplement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Model Output for Significant Models*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortical thickness variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral occipital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral orbitofrontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracentral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericalcarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcentral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostral middle frontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior parietal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-to-needs ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI × income-to-needs ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral occipital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral orbitofrontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericalcarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational attainment × income-to-needs ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral occipital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral orbitofrontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericalcarine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ADI, area deprivation index.

* Model output was extracted using the whole sample. Results for main effects of ADI and income-to-needs ratio are from models that included all 3 socioeconomic status indicators.

** Uncorrected P values are reported. See eTables 2 and 3 in the Supplement for model output for all other variables.

\(\eta^2\) was calculated using the effect size package in R (function t_to_eta2).
Discussion

The goal of this cross-sectional study was to examine the independent and joint associations between different indicators of SES and brain structure in a large sample of children aged 9 to 10 years. We found that neighborhood disadvantage was independently associated with cortical thickness of brain regions across frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes. Income-to-needs ratio was independently associated with parahippocampal thickness. In addition, we found that different SES indicators had synergistic associations, such that the association between neighborhood disadvantage or low educational attainment and reduced cortical thickness was less pronounced in the presence of high income-to-needs ratios. In general, the effect sizes were small, with the percentage of the variance in brain structure explained by the SES indices ranging from 0.003 to 0.009.

We found higher neighborhood disadvantage to be associated with reduced thickness of several brain regions across frontal (e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal, and medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortices), parietal (e.g., paracentral and postcentral cortices), and occipital (e.g., cuneus, lingual, and...
Figure 3. Associations Between Brain Structure and Neighborhood Disadvantage × Income-to-Needs Ratio and Education × Income-to-Needs Ratio

A to F, Associations between area deprivation index (ADI) (x-axis) and cortical thickness (y-axis) are depicted at different income-to-needs ratios for the cuneus (A), lateral occipital (B), lateral orbitofrontal (C), lingual (D), insula (E), and pericalcarine (F) brain regions. G to L, Associations between educational attainment (x-axis) and cortical thickness (y-axis) are depicted at different income-to-needs ratios for the cuneus (G), lateral occipital (H), lateral orbitofrontal (I), lingual (J), parahippocampal (K), and pericalcarine (L) brain regions. Slopes represent mean (±1 SD) of income-to-needs ratios.

Figures visualize standardized values.
lateral occipital cortices) lobes when accounting for household SES factors. Widespread associations between neighborhood disadvantage and brain structure (as well as associations above and beyond those of household SES) are consistent with previous work by us\textsuperscript{29,50,51} (approximately 8000 adolescents aged 9-10 years and 165 aged 12-19 years; 3 time points) and others\textsuperscript{52-54} (1012, 237, and 310 adolescents aged 8-22, 15, and 20 years, respectively) on brain structure and function. However, we did not find any associations between educational attainment and brain structure, very limited associations between income-to-needs ratio and brain structure, and no associations with surface area, in contrast to the associations observed in prior work (for a review, see Rakesh and Whittle\textsuperscript{12}). For example, Noble et al\textsuperscript{19} reported extensive SES-associated alterations in surface area in 1099 youth aged 3 to 20 years. These differences could have arisen for multiple reasons. Specifically, most previous research investigating household SES has not included neighborhood disadvantage in their models and/or did not account for total brain volume in analyses of surface area.\textsuperscript{15,19,55} In support of these speculations, we report (1) associations between income-to-needs ratio or education and the surface area of several cortical regions when total brain volume was not included as a covariate and (2) several associations between education or income-to-needs ratio and brain structure in lower-order models with single SES indices (eTables 6 and 7 in the Supplement). Moreover, it is worth noting that we did observe associations with reduced total brain volume, total surface area, and mean thickness as a function of greater disadvantage for all 3 SES indicators (eTable 7 in the Supplement). As such, it is possible that associations between income or education and surface area of specific regions, above and beyond total brain-level associations, are not robust.

Furthermore, studies have reported SES-associated alterations in visual regions,\textsuperscript{55-60} which is consistent with our findings. Notwithstanding differences with prior literature, our finding of an association of neighborhood disadvantage with the thickness of frontoparietal and visual regions may also be consistent with recent suggestions that these regions play an important role in the association between SES and executive function.\textsuperscript{61} The model suggests that SES-associated variation in cognitive stimulation may scaffold the development of regions involved in cognitive processes via alterations in visual systems.\textsuperscript{61} Our findings extend this model and suggest that the neighborhood context may play a particularly salient role in shaping these systems. The important role that neighborhoods have been posited to play in shaping brain development is unsurprising given that neighborhoods likely affect child development in multiple ways, including exposure to stressful events and violence, access to community resources, quality of education and health care, and exposure to environmental contaminants.\textsuperscript{52-65} Furthermore, beyond being associated with structural community characteristics (eg, quality of education and health care available), neighborhood quality has also been linked to parenting practices. Studies have shown that disadvantaged neighborhoods are also associated with parenting behaviors, including the use of education-focused practices and parental warmth and monitoring.\textsuperscript{66-69} These observations could, in essence, mask effects of household SES and explain the independent associations between neighborhood disadvantage and brain structure.\textsuperscript{51,54} From the perspective of designing interventions, disentangling the extent to which these different aspects (both independent and overlapping) of the home and neighborhood environments influence child development is challenging, but it is a worthwhile avenue for future research.

Although we and others have reported associations between neighborhood disadvantage and brain development,\textsuperscript{20,51,54} it is important to understand why neighborhoods can affect child development. Several social, physical, and resource-based factors inherent to neighborhoods (eg, crime, cohesion among neighbors, presence of toxicants, access to libraries, school quality) change the nature of a child’s interaction with their environment,\textsuperscript{70} which could explain neighborhood-associated alterations in sociocognitive functions.\textsuperscript{63,71,72} For example, higher crime rates in poorer neighborhoods\textsuperscript{31,32} could contribute to increased stress,\textsuperscript{33} which is linked with executive function.\textsuperscript{73,74} Neuroimaging investigations have examined whether and which of these proximal factors may be associated with brain alterations. For example, pollution, toxicant exposure, and school environments have all been linked to brain structure and function.\textsuperscript{75-77} Future investigations
of the mechanisms by which neighborhood disadvantage affects brain development using mediation frameworks and longitudinal designs are needed. Moreover, we found that income-to-needs ratio moderated the association between neighborhood disadvantage or educational attainment and cortical thickness. The negative association between neighborhood disadvantage or low education and cortical thickness was reduced in the presence of a high income-to-needs ratio. Interestingly, the brain regions implicated across both models were similar. Specifically, the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, in addition to the medial and lateral occipital regions, was sensitive to the presence of a high income-to-needs ratio. Our findings indicate that regions of the occipital cortex are particularly sensitive to the different aspects of the socioeconomic context. Recent empirical evidence suggests that cognitive stimulation may serve as a mechanism linking SES to the functioning of visual regions. All socioeconomic indicators are associated with cognitive stimulation in different ways. First, income-to-needs ratio is associated with access to complex learning material. Second, parent or caregiver educational attainment likely affects the linguistic environment and the strategies parents use to promote learning. Finally, neighborhood disadvantage is associated with access to community resources (eg, libraries). As a result, it is unsurprising that the presence of one source of cognitive stimulation can somewhat compensate for the absence of another. That said, work in this area is still in its nascent stages, and it is important to understand whether these interactions translate to behavioral outcomes in youth.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, the study was cross-sectional, and brain outcomes were measured only once, at age 10 years. Therefore, we cannot comment on directionality or causality, and it is unknown whether the observed differences are transient or persistent. In addition, because of the observational nature of the study, it is likely there are other confounders we did not consider. Second, we did not test associations with mental health and behavior (eg, cognitive function), thus, we cannot comment on what the associations between SES and brain structure mean for children’s development more broadly. Future longitudinal work should test whether the brain alterations we observed mediate the association between different SES indicators and outcomes across a range of domains. Third, to ensure findings are driven by variation in the construct of interest rather than measurement artifacts, future work should use models that adjust for measurement biases. Fourth, the effect sizes in this study were small, but small effects can accumulate over time and be meaningful at the population level. However, the practical implications of these effects and how they evolve (ie, magnify or diminish) over time should be tested in future work. Fifth, in the absence of knowledge about how much time children spend in each household (eg, in a joint custody situation), we used ADI based on participants’ primary addresses. Future research with access to data on time spent at different addresses may benefit from using a weighted arithmetic mean of ADI. Finally, although the weighted estimates were highly similar, it must be noted that our findings may be specific to the ABCD sample and may not be generalizable to the overall US population.

Conclusions
The findings of this cross-sectional study suggest that there are independent and joint associations between different indices of SES and brain structure. These findings highlight the importance of accounting for neighborhood disadvantage when examining associations between SES and child development. Our results also provide preliminary evidence for new targets that could form the basis of interventions and programs. For example, our findings suggest that programs aimed at reducing poverty (eg, through cash donations) may be beneficial in mitigating some of the negative effects of low education or neighborhood disadvantage on brain development. Our results also suggest that to minimize inequities among children and adolescents, preventative and/or intervention approaches should include an emphasis on improving neighborhood-level characteristics rather than...
family-level socioeconomic factors only. However, to design truly effective interventions, more research is needed (1) to disentangle the specific aspects of the neighborhood that may be most important for child development and (2) to understand whether brain changes associated with independent and joint SES factors are relevant for mental health and behavioral outcomes (e.g., cognitive function).
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